Objective: the paper aims at improving the support of medical researchers in the context of in-vivo cancer imaging. Morphological and functional parameters obtained by Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) techniques are analyzed, which aim at investigating the development of tumor microvessels. The main contribution consists in proposing a machine learning methodology to segment automatically these MRI data, by isolating tumor areas with different meaning, in a histological sense.
Introduction
Machine learning techniques are becoming important to support medical researchers in analyzing biomedical data. For instance, in the context of cancer imaging, methods for the automatic isolation of interest areas characterized by different tumoral tissues development, are crucial for diagnosis and therapy assessment. In this paper, morphological and functional parameters obtained by a Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) acquisition system are analyzed by combining clustering 1 and classifica-tion techniques [6] . DCE-MRI techniques represent noninvasive ways to assess tumor vasculature, based on dynamic acquisition of MR images after injection of suitable contrast agents and subsequent voxel-by-voxel quantitative analysis of the signal intensity time curves.
Our method extends our previous work proposed in [3] , and brings two advantages to the current state of the DCE-MRI analysis. First, it allows a more stable and robust feature extraction step from DCE-MRI raw data. In fact, as highlighted in [1, 7, 8 ] the standard quantification of DCE-MRI data by means of pharmacokinetic models [12] , suffers from large output variability, which is a consequence of the large variety of models employed. Here, we propose to work directly on the raw signals by extracting few and significative features which robustly summarize the time-curve shape of each voxel. Second, we focus on the automation of the whole data-analysis process by exploiting the effectiveness of the machine learning techniques on the proposed applicative scenario. A three-step procedure is introduced: (i) signal features extraction,
(ii) automatic voxels segmentation, and (iii) voxel classification. In the first step, few compact features are computed, without the need of a free parameters tuning procedure. Note that the same features are used for all the subjects and for all the kinds of tumor. In the second step, the subjects voxels are clustered basing on the features previously extracted, by adopting the Mean Shift clustering [5] . Although the MS clustering approach allows a precise data segmentation, it requires a careful tuning of a free parameter, namely the bandwidth [5] . For this reason, we propose to estimate such parameter on a small subset of the subjects, being supported by the medical researchers, that validate the segmentations. Then, in the third step, a classifier is trained to classify the tumoral regions according to the previously validated clustering results. A Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [2] is applied as classifier. In particular, voxels of the same cluster are fed with the same label into the classifier. In this fashion, the SVM becomes able to perform segmentations on new unseen subjects with the same kind of tumor.
In a previous paper [3] , we proposed the introduction of the MS clustering on the DCE-MRI data of tumoral regions. In that case, we focused on standard tumor microvessels parameters, such as transendothelial permeability (kPS) and fractional plasma volume (f PV), obtained voxel-by-voxel from intensity time curves. In this paper, we are inspired by recent works on the use of machine learning teacniques for DCE-MRI tumor analysis [8, 11, 13] . In [8] the curve patterns of the DCE-MRI pixels are analyzed in the context of musculoskeletal tissue classification. Several features are extracted to represent the signals shape such as the maximum signal intensity, the largest positive signal difference between two consecutive scans, and so on. Then, the classification is carried out by introducing a thresholding approach. In [11] the authors proposed the use of the MS algorithm [5] for the clustering of breast DCE-MRI lesions.
In particular, pixels are clustered according to the area under the curve feature. Since the results are over-segmented, an iterative procedure is introduced to automatically selecting the clusters which better represent the tumor. In [13] a learning-by-example approach is introduced to detect suspicious lesions in DCE-MRI data. The tumoral pixels are selected in a supervised fashion and fed to a SVM which is trained to perform a binary classification between healthy and malicious pixels. The raw n-dimensional signal is used as multidimensional vector.
In this paper we emphasize the use of machine learning techniques as mean to produce stable and meaningful segmentation results in an automatic fashion. Indeed, the proposed approach permits to fasten the analysis itself, ensuring a higher throughput, that turns out to be useful in the case of massive analysis.
The DCE-MRI experimental setup
The main purpose of DCE-MRI analysis is to accurately monitor the local development of cancer, eventually subject to different treatments. Tumor growth is critically dependent on the capacity to stimulate the development of new blood vessels (angiogenesis), which in turn provides the tumor tissue with nutrients. In consequence, various angiogenesis inhibitors have been developed to target vascular endothelial cells and to block tumor angiogenesis [10] . The traditional criteria to assess the tumor response to treatment is based on the local measurement of tumor size change [10] . But such methods of testing cytotoxic compounds might not be adequate for antiangiogenesis drugs, which are in fact mainly cytostatic, slowing or stopping tumor growth. Moreover, the vascular effect of antiangiogenesis drugs may precede, by a remarkably long time interval, the effect on tumor growth. Consequently a different and more appealing indicative symptom of the cancer development has been analyzed, i.e. the tissue vascularization [9] . DCE-MRI techniques play a relevant role in this field [9] In this paper, we strongly improve the classical DCE-MRI analysis, providing an automatic method of tumoral tissues classification; the proposed technique is applied to this particular kind of analysis, but we suppose it can be also applied in general in the DCE-MRI context. In detail, we change steps 3), 4) and 5); our method takes as input the raw DCE-MRI signals; in an automatic fashion, it is able to segment areas that corresponds to the tumoral area traditionally extracted by hands in step 4), driven by histological and physiological a-priori considerations.
The proposed methodology is based on tree main steps: (i) signal features extraction,
(ii) MS clustering, and (iii) SVM classification.
Signal features extraction
From the raw DCE-MRI signals, few and stable features are extracted. The aim is to define a compact representation of the signals curve shape of each voxel, which effectively summarize the expected behavior by medical researchers. For each voxel, the time-intensity curve is divided by the pre-contrast signal intensity value in order to normalize signal intensities out of the scanner. Furthermore, data is filtered with a smoothing function to minimize errors due to outliers collected during the feature extraction step. More in details, the extracted features are:
• TTP. Time To Peak is the time interval between contrast injection and the time of maximum of signal intensity (SI).
• AUC. Area Under the Curve is the integral of the time-intensity curve.
• AUC T T P . It is the integral of the time-intensity curve between contrast injection and the time of maximum of signal intensity.
• WR. Washout Rate is the mean approximate derivatives of the last part of the time-intensity curve.
In order to give the same weight to all of these features during the clustering step, a standardization procedure is performed, i.e., the range of each feature is normalized to the unit interval. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the visual meaning of the extracted features. 
Mean-shift clustering
The theoretical framework of the Mean Shift (MS) [5] arises from the Parzen Windows technique [6] , that, in particular hypotheses of regularity of the input space (such as independency among dimensions [5] ), estimates the density at point x as:
where d indicates the dimensionality of the data processed, n is the number of points available, and k(·) is the kernel profile, that models how strongly the points are taken into account for the estimation, in dependence with their distance to x, influenced by the h term. Finally, c k,d is a normalizing constant, depending on the dimensionality of the data and on the kernel profile.
MS extends this "static" expression, differentiating (1) and obtaining the gradient of the density, which is:
where
∂x . In the above equation, the first term in square brackets is proportional to the normalized density gradient, and the second term is the Mean Shift
, that is guaranteed to point towards the direction of maximum increase in the density [5] .
Therefore, the MS vector can define a path leading to a stationary point of estimated density. The modes of the density are such stationary points. More in details, starting from a point x in the feature space, the Mean Shift procedure consists in calculating the Mean Shift vector at x, which will head to location y (1) ; this process is applied once again to y (1) , producing location y (2) and so on, until a convergence criterion is met, and a convergence location y is reached. The Mean Shift procedure is guaranteed of being convergent [5] .
In the MS-based clustering, from here simply MS clustering, the first step is made by applying the MS procedure to all the points {x i }, producing the convergency points In this clustering framework, the only interventions required by the user involve the choice of the kernel profile k(·) and the choice of bandwidth value h (as usual, the Epanechnikov kernel is adopted as kernel profile [5] ). Note that the kernel bandwidth parameter regulates the level of detail with which the data space is analyzed; a large bandwidth means general analysis (few convergence locations), while a small bandwidth leads to a finer analysis (many convergence locations).
Here, we use the MS algorithm to the 4−dimensional space defined by the signals features extraction. Since the bandwidth selection is crucial to find the correct segmentation (in the histological sense), we are supported by the medical researchers in this phase. Note that also subjects with the same tumor need different settings of the bandwidth. Therefore, we apply the MS clustering only to a subset of subjects with the same kind of tumor. Once the medical researchers have validated the clustering results, we use a classifier to distinguish the different kind of tumoral tissues being more suitable to generalize the results [6] .
SVM classification
The involved classifier is the binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2] . SVM constructs a maximal margin hyperplane in a high dimensional feature space, by mapping the original features through a kernel function. Since the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel has been used, two parameters C and γ needed to be estimated. According to suggestions reported in [4] , data are normalized properly and parameters are estimated by combining grid search with leave-one-out cross-validation [6] . In order to extend the SVM to a multi-class framework, the one-against-all approach is carried out [6] . As mentioned above, in our framework, such learning-by-example approach is introduced to better generalize the results. In fact, the SVM is able to automatically detect the most discriminative characteristics of the detected clusters. Moreover, the training phase is intuitive and the testing (i.e., the classification) is faster than the clustering itself.
Results
The experiments performed in this paper are related to a series of investigations on the effects of a particular tumor treatment, using DCE-MRI techniques. Here, human mammary and pancreatic carcinoma fragments were subcutaneously injected in the right flank of 42 female rats at the level of the median-lateral. The details about the experiment outstand the scope of the paper (see [10] for details). After the injection of a contrast compound in the animals, MRI images were acquired for tumor localization and good visualization of extratumoral tissues.
Signals features validation
As first experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of the segmentation by comparing the clusters obtained with the signal features with those obtained with the standard tumor microvessels parameters. In both the cases we carefully tune the bandwidth, in order to find the best segmentation according with histological principles supported by medical researchers. Figure 2 shows one slice segmented with both the approaches.
Even if apparently the segmentations seems visually similar, an accurate evaluation of the statistical properties of the obtained clusters reveals the better results obtained kPS, f PV seg. Figure 2 : Segmentation comparisons. On the left, the segmentation built on the kps and fpv parameters; on the right, our segmentation. In the small boxes, we plot the mean signal (solid line), the median signal (dot-solid line), and the variance (dashed-line) of the signal, respectively.
Our approach
by the proposed approach. In Figure 2 the schemes show the mean-curves of the DCE signals belonging to the same cluster. Beside the mean, for each cluster it is evidenced the median, and the variance. It is worth noting that 1) in general, good kPS and f PVbased segmentations tend to be characterized by a large number of clusters. With a lower number of clusters, obtained by augmenting the MS bandwidth value, the segmentation decays in quality. In the figure, we report the three most meaningful clusters, out of nine; 2) the intra-cluster variance is, in general, high; 3) the mean curves of the clusters do not appear so different among each other as expected. After our clustering process instead, 1) the clusters are less in number and meaningful; 2) the intra-class variance is lower, as compared to the other clustering approach; 3) the profile of the mean curves are coherent with the expected behavior of the signals (in a histological sense). More in details, in the necrotic poorly vascularized (i.e., cluster 3) the contrast agent concentration enhances linearly. On the contrary, the active area (i.e., cluster 2) evidences a more rapid enhancement. The peak of the curve is reached in the early side of the signal and then it decades slowly. Finally, DCE signals of the area associated to cluster 1 show a rapid enhancement with a slow decay, meaning that zones of tissue previously vascolarized are approaching a necrotic state.
Pipeline validation
Following the proposed pipeline, we complete the experiment by segmenting a further subject (beside the subject used for signal feature validation) affected with the same kind of tumor of the previous cases. As mentioned before, different parameters are used to estimate the best clustering results in both the subjects. Therefore, the SVM is trained to recognize the three extracted classes. Indeed, the tissue classification is performed to a third unseen subject with the same tumor. Figure 3 shows four slices of both the segmentation obtained from the training and the testing subjects respectively.
Moreover, it is shown also the respective statistics collected on each cluster provided by the classifier which confirm the expectation of the biologists. Note that the extracted regions and the respective statistics in both the cases a) and b) in Figure 3 exhibit the same behavior. Finally, in order to further validate the classifier, we applied the MS clustering also to the third subject, again by carefully tuning the parameters. By using the new obtained clustering results as ground-truth, the SVM-based voxel classification reached the 89% of accuracy.
The same proposed pipeline is applied to three subjects with a new kind of tumor.
Again, subjects 1 and 2 are used to train the SVM, while the subject 3 represents the test. Figure 4 shows the clustering results and the related statistics. Also in this case the behavior of the SVM classifier is coherent with the clustering results and in accordance with the medical researchers expectations.
Note that in both the experiments, the estimated tumoral regions correspond to the one segmented by hand at steps 4) and 5) of the classical DCE-MRI analysis discussed in Section 2.
Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a new methodology, aimed at improving the analysis and the characterization of tumor tissues. 
